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AAA BLUR OPTIONS Description: AAA BLUR OPTIONS Description: AAA BLUR OPTIONS Description: AAA BLUR
OPTIONS Description: AAA BLUR OPTIONS Description: This is great for making an image look more like an
illustration. Add a nice blurred edge to the character. Tint an image to monochromatic. Tint the image to become
monochromatic. The time of conversion is not critical. AAAA blurs an image slightly, with a nice soft edge. AAA blurs
an image heavily, with a nice soft edge. AA blurs an image lightly, with a soft edge. AAA blurs an image heavily, with
a nice soft edge. Abbreviations: AA AAA AA AA The default fill is background First come first served No The soft light
version of the Blue filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Green filter is not useful. The soft light version of
the Red filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Yellow filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Blue
filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Green filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Red filter is not
useful. The soft light version of the Yellow filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Blue filter is not useful. The
soft light version of the Green filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Red filter is not useful. The soft light
version of the Yellow filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Blue filter is not useful. The soft light version of
the Green filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Red filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Yellow
filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Blue filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Green filter is not
useful. The soft light version of the Red filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Yellow filter is not useful. The
soft light version of the Blue filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Green filter is not useful. The soft light
version of the Red filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Yellow filter is not useful. The soft light version of
the Blue filter is not useful. The soft light version of the Green filter

What's New in the AAA BLUR OPTIONS?

* Blur shape: Choose from 11 gaussian blur filters (blurType from below) * Blur radius (px): It defines the blur radius
in pixels. So if you have a blur radius of 15px, it will blur the image with 15px radius. The blur radius can be change
between 0px and 100px. * Color: It defines if you want the color in the image to be kept or blurred. If you select 'no',
the color in the image will be blurred. * Opacity: You can make the transition between the blurred image and the
original image, much softer, by specifying an opacity. The opacity you specify will be relative to the blur radius. With
a blur radius of 20px, for example, an opacity of 50% will make it 50% softer than a blur radius of 10px with 100%
opacity (the default). * Blur Type: Choose among 11 different blurring shapes. Select 'NoBlur' to avoid a gaussian
blur. I use: * ADA BLUR: A gaussian blur of 10 pixels radius. * BOHEMI BLUR: A gaussian blur of 10 pixels radius. *
BOX FILTER: A box blur of 10 pixels radius. * HARD FILTER: A gaussian blur of 10 pixels radius, with a very high blur
radius. * SOFT FILTER: A gaussian blur of 10 pixels radius, with a very low blur radius. * "NOBLUR": No blur. * HARD
OPTION: A gaussian blur of 10 pixels radius, with a high blur radius. * SOFT OPTION: A gaussian blur of 10 pixels
radius, with a low blur radius. * "NOBLUR HARD": No blur, with a high blur radius. * "NOBLUR SOFT": No blur, with a
low blur radius. * HARD STRETCH: A stretch of the image with a high blur radius and a low opacity. * SOFT STRETCH:
A stretch of the image with a low blur radius and a low opacity. * "SOFT NOBLUR": No blur, with a low opacity. *
"HARD NOBLUR": No blur, with
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System Requirements For AAA BLUR OPTIONS:

Requires a 2.2GHz Core2 Duo or faster processor. 2GB of RAM 12GB free hard drive space Screen resolution of
1280x800 or higher Key Features: Adds state-of-the-art enhancements to the Quick Look technology that enhances
the power of Preview's search tools to help you find your most relevant documents and images in almost any format.
Quick Look now supports OLE structured storage (.OST), which enables you to search OLE structured storage (.OST)
databases. Expands
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